
Apparently a sudden and drastic change to routine can lead to rapid depression. 


This is where I, and I am sure many of you, feel right now. Life has changed overnight. 


So in light of being stuck inside (with far too much time on my hands), here are some basic rules 
to avoid post expedition blues I have found worked for me in the past. They might work for us 
now in these changing times. 


1. Be Busy. - Isolation is not a jail term, USE it. Make plans, and stick to them. Take up a new 
hobby, hone one you already have, learn something new or socialise via skype. Learn an 
instrument, become a cook, write a novel, surprise your partner with something spontaneous. 
Don't fester idol and bored, this will not lead to good places. 


2. Keep a diary. - Your life has changed, all our lives have changed. Write about it. Not only will 
you likely find it fascinating in years to come but I find writing is the most efficient way to alleviate 
any internal stress. Pen on paper gives the chance to vent thoughts that are hard to express in 
words, it occupies the brain and stimulates your imagination. Even just 10 bullet points a day will 
do. 


3. The 1-10 system. - I use this a LOT on expeditions. It is simple, every single day write in your 
diary or calendar (or anywhere really) your general mood on a 1-10 scale. You wont have all 10's, 
don't expect to, but you wont be all 1's either. Personally I average between 7.5-8/10 on a normal 
schedule. 


By writing this down I find it easier to notice if days start to dip consecutively, if I go below a 5/10  
for more than a couple of days then I know I am going into a depression. At this point I change my 
routine, even something small like adding a new game to my day or making a favourite meal for 
dinner. 


4. Exercise. - Inside or outside, do something to raise your heart rate for at least 30 minutes a day. 
A tired body is a happy mind, and in times of limited food options exercise is the best  seasoning. 


5. Be silly. - Do at least one thing a day that is silly. Do a dance, shout bubbles in an angry voice, 
have a competition with your friends on who can draw the stupidest animal, dress up in fancy 
clothes for dinner at home, anything!  Just do something unusual to make you smile. It's 
important. 


6. Make time for friends - Skype your parents, you're grandparents, your friends. You are not 
alone, we are all in this boat together and sharing it makes the load a little easier. 


I understand we aren't all stuck inside isolating too, to those working the vital services, the NHS, 
the helpers, thank you! 


In all this will end folks. We will be stronger communities, families and friends by the end of it. Our 
priority now is to look after the NHS, our neighbour and our mental health. 


